BRIEF(S) SUBMITTED BY APPELLANT(S)

BRIEF(S) SUBMITTED BY THE
DETERMINATION HOLDER(S)

Appeal No: 19-061
Lewis v DBI, PDA
Subject Property: 208 Noe St
Permit Type: Site Permit
Permit No.: 2018/0111/8370
Date: July 25, 2019
Introduction:
This appeal should be denied for three fundamental reasons:
1. No building permit to construct has been issued. The very permit review that the
appellant has requested has been stopped by his own actions. Appellant is appealing a
SITE permit issued by the PLANNING Department, not the issuance of a permit to
construct by the DBI, yet he repeatedly accuses the project of failing to meet design
criteria under DBI jurisdiction. The building permit addenda (Exhibits 1 & 2) were
submitted in May, but, because of the appeal, the DBI cannot review many of the very
issues the appellant claims that the project fails to meet.
2. There is no failure in process by the Planning Department. Appellant fails to cite a single
instance of the Planning Department’s failure to follow its well established and published
procedures for staff review and evaluation of conformance with the Planning Code,
conformance with the Residential Design Guidelines, solicitation of community input
through the pre-application meeting and neighborhood notification (i.e. 311). Despite
ample opportunities, at no time during did this long process did the appellant attend a
meeting, contact the applicant or the department.
3. There is nothing exceptional or extraordinary in this project that merits appeal. It is just a
9’ vertical addition set back 15’ from the front property line. It is not visible from the
street. It is not the “tallest property on Noe St…”. It is not “33% taller than adjacent
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properties.” Following on points 1 and 2, the project followed the Planning Department
procedures at each step (the appellant does not refute this), and the entire building
permit review process is not even complete. To grant this appeal casts doubt over every
permit application that follows department procedures and is not even permitted a
complete review.

The arguments in the appellant’s brief fall into three categories:
1. Design issues which were either evaluated and deemed acceptable by staff (and
subsequently noticed to the appellant and all neighbors) or are not beyond the
Planning Department’s jurisdiction,
2. Compliance issues that are not under the Planning Department’s jurisdiction, but
will be evaluated by the DBI through the Addenda, and
3. Personal and speculative attacks against the Mr. Kalafati that are either false,
irrelevant or both.

1.

SIZE AND SCOPE
The project was evaluated by staff for compliance with the Planning Code and Residential

Design Guidelines. The proposed building contains three legal units as evidenced in the 3R
Report (Exhibit 3) and its height is similar to the buildings at 242 Noe, 221 Noe, 229 Noe, 237
Noe, and 243 Noe. Moreover, the added height is set back 15’ from the property line and
almost 18’ from the face of the bay windows. It is not visible from the street (Exhibit 4) as the
appellant claims.
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The appellant’s speculation about potential rental income is not relevant, and, in any case, the
Kalafatis are developing this property as their own primary residence to raise a family.

2. SEISMIC
Of course, the project must comply with all applicable sections of the CA Building Code
and will be reviewed for compliance in due course by DBI. The structural drawings submitted
with the permit addenda are Exhibit 1. Structurally, this is not a complicated or unusual
building. It is Type V construction. It is unclear what “AIA Renderings” refers to, but the Board
has been provided with the approved site permit set for review.
Ironically, while complaining about the structural integrity of 208 Noe, the appellant fails to
appreciate that such remodel/addition projects actually IMPROVE the seismic and fire safety of
the building and thereby benefit his building as well.

3. LIGHT AND WATER RUNOFF
The appellant’s property is south of 208 Noe, therefore, the addition cannot cast shadows
on his property except the early morning and late afternoon around the summer solstice, and
even then he will be shaded first by other buildings.
The project incorporates a lightwell adjacent to the appellant’s property and even slopes
the stair roof to create a “light scoop” effect that minimizes any reduction in his ambient light.
Per DBI requirements, all rainwater run-off is collected and directed to the city sewer. This
is noted in the addenda drawings (Exhibit 2) that DBI is now suspended from reviewing. The
project does not increase the roof area and it cannot be claimed that it creates additional water
run-off.
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4. ACCESS TO ADJOINING BUILDING
The appellant has an easement access to cross the landing stoop at the front door to 208
Noe. This will not be impeded. Construction workers and material deliveries may pass through
the 208 Noe front door as is their right, but they can also circulate through the garage and
ascend the rear stairs. No scaffolding is proposed for the project, and there is simply no reason
that the appellant’s building access or egress will ever be prevented.

5. CONSTRUCTION ACCESS AND STAGING
Mr. Kalafati has ample access to his roof through the front and rear stairs. Type-V wood
construction typically uses lumber and sheet sizes that can be hand carried. As is very
common in San Francisco, some building material deliveries may be lifted through a front
window on the third floor or even over the front fascia, but these deliveries are exceptional and
at no time cross neighboring properties. The appellant claims there is a large street tree in
front of 208 Noe, but this tree is in fact in front of 200 Noe.
San Francisco has regulations concerning street space use, blocking of driveways,
double parking and more. These regulations are not administered by the Planning Department
or the DBI, and of course, the applicant must – and will – respect all relevant laws and
regulations. The appellant’s suggestions otherwise are spurious.

6. PRIOR BAD ACTS
The appellant makes numerous personal accusations against Mr Kalafti (and even the
building owner who preceded him!) and speculates that these irrelevant accusations are
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evidence of future behavior. The appellant’s own bad behavior is evidenced by the fact that he
is responsible for filing every complaint registered against 208 Noe and even filed two new
frivolous complaints at the same time as his appeal!
It is correct that a permitted project to replace a rear stair in-kind almost 10 years ago
went beyond its permitted scope. Notices of Violation were duly issued and the matter was
abated and closed with Mr Kalafati paying a penalty of 9x the permit fee (Exhibit 5). This was a
mistake, but there is no current open violation related to these stairs.
In early 2010 Eugene Bachmanov (Mr Kalafti’s father) Lic #712180 pulled permit
201002226923 for a 50% Rear Balcony and Landing Replacement as the stairs were badly
rotten. Once work started, it was clear that they were in too much disrepair and he demolished
them. The appellant filed a complaint because the rear stair was removed. NOV 201051537
was issued for of work being done beyond the permitted scope and work stopped. No new
construction work had actually started at the time of the first NOV.
Plans were drawn, and in July 2010 Mr. Bachmanov pulled second Permit #
201007287691 to construct the same size deck and stairs. The appellant called DBI again to
complain that the work exceeded the permit scope and NOV201072508 was issued. It was
correct that the size of the stairs and landings had increased due to meeting current code
requirements. Mr Bachmanov paid the fines and abatement fees for doing work above the
permitted scope.
January 2011, the drawings were revised and Permit # 201101269056 was issued to
comply with NOV 201072508 & 201051537. The permit scope was: “TO CORRECT ACTUAL
SCOPE OF WORK. WORK IS TO REBUILD STAIRS AND LANDINGS IN KIND, SAME SIZE
AND LOCATION. NO DECK AT REAR YARD, REDUCE LANDING SIZE TO ABATE.” The
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rear stair/balcony was reduced in size considerably. but the stair footprint did increase
somewhat to comply with the building code for rise and run requirements and landing size.
In November 2013, Mr Kalafati pulled permit 201311262934 to renew # 201101269056.
In February 2015, as part of a property re-financing, the rear stair was finally inspected and
closed by DBI with all fines and fees being paid.
The appellant also references a Federal court case involving Mr. Kalafati. While it is
complicated and irrelevant to the appeal, the case involves an incident that occurred over 7
years ago involving a multitude of people, while Mr Kalafati was still new to construction and
perhaps naive. Mr Kalafati has been cooperating with the government to correct his error.

7. CITY’S HOUSING STRATEGY
Mr Kalafati and his wife Jessica intend to occupy the refurbished unit and raise a family in
San Francisco. Retaining families and making our City more child friendly is certainly one of
the City’s most important “housing strategies.”
In attacking Mr Kalafati, the appellant alleges actions by a previous building owner. This is
irrelevant, but also false. The previous owner’s family members occupied the property and
voluntarily moved out after it was sold.
The appellant falsely states the current apartment is used for short term rentals. A short
term rental in San Francisco is defined as a rental term of 30 days or less. The property has
been rented as a furnished unit for the past two years (not three) with no tenant staying less
than 30 days and one tenant remaining for an entire year. This rental is only to bridge the gap
created by the permitting (and now appeals) process. It is certainly consistent with the City’s
“housing strategy” to not let apartments sit vacant while permit applications are pending.
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The Kalfatis have also been very transparent with the tenants in #208 with regards to the
permitting process and tentative construction start date (Exhibit 5). They have been great
landlords throughout the years and their tenants can vouch for that. Darian and his husband in
#208 only moved out after an 8-year tenancy because they bought a home in Palm Springs.
David, in #206, has lived there for 8 years, at first with a roommate and now with his wife.
Mathew, in #206A has been there for over 2 years now and that unit has a track record of
tenancy of 2+ years.

SUMMARY
The appellant’s claims are comprised of three categories of issues:
1. Design issues which were duly considered, reviewed and approved by Planning
Department staff with subsequent neighborhood notification in which the appellant failed
to participate
2. Compliance issues which will be duly considered by the relevant plan checkers at DBI
based on the applicant’s submitted addenda, and
3. Irrelevant and often spurious attacks on the applicant character with groundless
speculation as to his future behavior.
This is a modest residential addition using conventional construction techniques as
happens in hundreds of projects across the City. Projects such as 208 Noe create better
housing where families can grow. They enhance the neighborhood by bringing buildings up to
current seismic and fire codes and providing modern amenities that encourage families to
continue to live and work in San Francisco.
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Even the appellant does not claim that the Planning Department through its actions has
done any wrong or denied him any of the rights he shares with other citizens. He failed to
contact the Planning Department or Mr Kalafati during the application process despite ample
opportunities to do so The Kalafatis reached out to the appellant following the appeal (Exhibit
6), and he failed to respond to that attempt as well. He is now seeking a special privilege to
stop the Kalaftis from exercising their own rights to improve and enjoy their property. We hope
that the Board will recognize the appellant’s claims as baseless and deny his appeal.

Table of Contents for Exhibits:
1. Structural drawings submitted in Addenda
2. Architectural drawings submitted in Addenda
3. 3R report evidencing 206-208 Noe Street as a 3-unit building
4. Context rendering of Noe St with addition
5. Emails with tenants evidencing transparency and no short term rentals
6. Email reaching out to Ben Lewis to address his concerns
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EXHIBIT 1

EXHIBIT 2

City and County of San Francisco
Department of Building Inspection

London N. Breed, Mayor
Tom C. Hui, S.E., C.B.O., Director

EXHIBIT 3

Report of Residential Building Record (3R)
(Housing Code Section 351(a))

BEWARE: This report describes the current legal use of this property as compiled from records of City Departments. There has
been no physical examination of the property itself. This record contains no history of any plumbing or electrical permits. The
report makes no representation that the property is in compliance with the law. Any occupancy or use of the property other than
that listed as authorized in this report may be illegal and subject to removal or abatement, and should be reviewed with the
Planning Department and the Department of Building Inspection. Errors or omissions in this report shall not bind or stop the
City from enforcing any and all building and zoning codes against the seller, buyer and any subsequent owner. The preparation
or delivery of this report shall not impose any liability on the City for any errors or omissions contained in said report, nor shall
the City bear any liability not otherwise imposed by law.

Address of Building

Block 3561

206 - 208 NOE ST

Lot 001A

Other Addresses
1. A. Present authorized Occupancy or use: THREE FAMILY DWELLING
Yes
B. Is this building classified as a residential condominium?
No 
C. Does this building contain any Residential Hotel Guest Rooms as defined in Chap. 41, S.F. Admin. Code?
Yes
3. Building Code Occupancy Classification R-2
2. Zoning district in which located: RH-3

No 

Yes 
No
4. Do Records of the Planning Department reveal an expiration date for any non-conforming use of this property?
The zoning for this property may have changed. Call Planning Department, (415) 558-6377, for the current status.
If Yes, what date?
5. Building Construction Date (Completed Date): 1923
6. Original Occupancy or Use: TWO FAMILY DWELLING
7. Construction, conversion or alteration permits issued, if any:
Application #

Permit #

Issue Date

Type of Work Done

Status

112829

112829

Jan 19, 1923

NEW CONSTRUCTION

N

116825

106824

May 24, 1949

PARTITION TO SET OFF TOILET AND STORAGE ROOM. REMODEL FRONT
BUILD COUNTER AND SHELVES

C

419406

374114

Mar 19, 1973

COMPLY WITH CONSERVATION REPORT FILE #3561-1A-7 - CFC 2FD W/ GR

C

9303353

716565

Mar 02, 1993

REPAIR FIRE DAMAGE

C

201002226923

1205500

Feb 22, 2010

X

201007287691

1217635

Jul 29, 2010

201010193316

1224638

Oct 28, 2010

201101269056

1230189

Jan 26, 2011

201311262933

1311020

Nov 26, 2013

201311262934

1311001

Nov 26, 2013

REPAIR OF EXISTING BALCONY HANDRAIL, REPLACEMENT OF LANDING
SECOND FLOOR STAIR AT THE REAR OF THE PROPERTY THE WORK
CONSIST OF LESS THE 50%, REPLACEMENT, NOT VISIBLE FROM THE STREET
COMPLY WITH NOTICE OF VIOLATION #201051537 REMOVE AND REBUILD
SAME SIZE DECK FOR SECOND FLOOR AND STAIRS
UNIT #206A - REMODEL OF KITCHEN, BATHROOM AND LAUNDRY ROOMS.
UNIT #208 - REMODEL KITCHEN AND BATHROOM. COMPLY WITY NOTICE
OF VIOLATION #200912670
REVISION TO APPLICATION #201007287691 TO CORRECT ACTURAL SCOPE OF
WORK, WORK IS ONLY TO REBUILD STAIRS AND LANDING IN KIND,
EXACTLY SAME SIZE AND LOCATION AS PREVIOUS. THIS PERMIT WILL
ABATE NOTICE OF VIOLATION #201072508 AND #201051537
TO OBTAIN FINAL INSPECTION FOR WORK APPROVED UNDER APPLICATION
#201010193316. ALL WORK IS COMPLETE
RENEW APPLICATION #201101269056 FOR FINAL INSPECTION

201311262935

1311022

Nov 26, 2013

RENEW APPLICATION #201101269056 FOR FINAL INSPECTION

C

201502249160

1349849

Feb 24, 2015

UNIT #206 - REMODEL KITCHEN AND CABINET REPLACEMENT

I

Records Management Division
1660 Mission Street - San Francisco CA 94103
Office (415) 558-6080 - FAX (415) 558-6402 - www.sfdbi.org

X
X
X

C
C

Department of Building Inspection
1660 Mission Street - San Francisco CA 94103 - (415) 558-6080
Report of Residential Record (3R)
Page 2

Address of Building

Lot 001A

Block 3561

206 - 208 NOE ST

Other Addresses
Application #

Permit #

Issue Date

201808207750

1471925

Aug 20, 2018

201808227988

1472195

Aug 22, 2018

Type of Work Done
ADMINISTRATIVE PERMIT TO REFLECT THE LEGAL USE OF OCCUPANCY
AND THIS BUILDING IS A 3 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING. (BASED ON SITE
VISIT AND CITY ROADS ASSESSOR, DBI + PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT).
ADDRESS 206, 206A AND 208 NOE ST - CFC 3FD
RENEW APPLICATION #201502249160 FOR FINAL INSPECTION. ALL WORK
COMPLETED

10. A. Has an energy inspection been completed? Yes

No 

Date of Expiration:

23 AUG 2019

By:
Report No:

DEREK CHEUNG
201808237106

THIS REPORT IS VALID FOR ONE YEAR ONLY.

I

No 
No 

B. If yes, has a proof of compliance been issued? Yes

No 

11. A. Is the building in the Mandatory Earthquake Retrofit of Wood-Frame Building Program? Yes
B. If yes, has the required upgrade work been completed? Yes
No
23 AUG 2018

C

Yes
Yes

8. A. Is there an active Franchise Tax Board Referral on file?
B. Is this property currently under abatement proceedings for code violations?
9. Number of residential structures on property? 1

Date of Issuance:

Status

Patty Herrera, Manager
Records Management Division

The law requires that, prior to the consummation of the sale or exchange
of this property, the seller must deliver this report to the buyer and the
buyer must sign it.

(For Explanation of terminology, see attached)

Records Management Division
1660 Mission Street - San Francisco CA 94103
Office (415) 558-6080 - FAX (415) 558-6402 - www.sfdbi.org

No
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Conversation with Jaime - Airbnb

airbnb

EXHIBIT 5
×

Download the Airbnb App
Get more reservations and higher ratings by responding to guests quickly, from anywhere.
Get the App

Send Message

Use a Saved Message

Hi Jamie,
Sorry the apartment won’t be available then. We’re remodeling in March so that’s why we have it as
an air b&b now (we’re waiting for the city to approve our plans). Good luck to you and
congratulations on your wedding!! We were married this year in SF too!
Jessic
Dec 10, 2018

JAIME’S INQUIRY 12/10/2018
If a guest has a pro le photo, it’ll be displayed after their booking is con rmed. Learn more

J

Hello Jessica,
I hope all is well.
Your place is so beautiful!!!!
We are coming to San Fran for our wedding next year and we were wondering if you would allow us
to stay with you from June 7th to 10th for
3 nights? I hopeThis could work for you, you have a lovely home and it would be perfect for our
wedding photos the morning get ready and we are having a tough time nding somewhere to stay
coming from Australia
Ps sorry about the random dates I had to enter to send you a message :)
Thank you in advance for your time.
Jaime

https://www.airbnb.com/z/q/607974700
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Dec 10, 2018

Conversation with Jaime - Airbnb

Notice something di erent? We’ve redesigned reservation details to be easier than ever.
Learn more

NOT POSSIBLE

Jaime

J

4 guests · 30 nights
Modern Feels in Classic SF Victorian Era Home

This guest reached out about Dec 17, 2018 – Jan 16, but some or all of these dates are no longer available to book.
If you’d like to suggest a di erent price or dates, try sending a special o er.

11 reviews
Veri ed
Joined in August 2015

Special o er

Guests

4 adults

Check-in

Mon, Dec 17, 2018

Check-out

Wed, Jan 16, 2019

Potential earnings
$5,190 x 30 nights

$5190

Service fee

-$156

Total (USD)

$5034

https://www.airbnb.com/z/q/607974700
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Conversation with Alex - Airbnb

airbnb

×

Download the Airbnb App
Get more reservations and higher ratings by responding to guests quickly, from anywhere.
Get the App

Send Message

Use a Saved Message

Hi Alex, we may be able to extend your stay into September but we’re supposed to start
remodeling sept 1. If you want to rent for July and August we can play stept by ear... is that ok? Also
let me con rm with my contractor as well.
Thanks,
Jessica
May 13, 2019

ALEX’S INQUIRY 05/13/2019
If a guest has a pro le photo, it’ll be displayed after their booking is con rmed. Learn more

A

Hi Jessica,
My wife and I are moving to SF from NYC on July 1 and are looking for a short term sublet as we get
settled. Would you be open to a multi month (3) lease? Could we discuss a rate?
Best,
Alex
May 13, 2019

Notice something di erent? We’ve redesigned reservation details to be easier than ever.
Learn more

NOT POSSIBLE
https://www.airbnb.com/z/q/689068843
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7/23/2019
Alex

Conversation with Alex - Airbnb

2 guests · 61 nights
Modern Feels in Classic SF Victorian Era Home

A

This guest reached out about Jul 1 – Aug 31, but some or all of these dates are no longer available to book.
If you’d like to suggest a di erent price or dates, try sending a special o er.

6 reviews
Veri ed
Joined in January 2012
Lives in New York, NY
Also a host

Special o er

Guests

Check-in

Check-out

2 adults

Mon, Jul 1, 2019

Sat, Aug 31, 2019

Potential earnings
$5,431 x 61 nights

$10687

Service fee

-$321

Total (USD)

$10366

https://www.airbnb.com/z/q/689068843
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To Whom

lt May Concern

I live and work next door to zOGlzOg Noe Street. I believe Anton Kalafati to be the owner since 2009 & I
have never had any issues with the work on the building. I have no objection to the current plans to add
a 4th story

to the existing structure.

Lester Justice
200 Noe Street
San Francisco CA 94114

I //g

,/u S / tc -

Matthew Salesi
732.864.5152

matthew.r.salesi@gmail.com

206 Noe St., San Francisco, CA 94114

July 23, 2019
San Francisco Board of Appeals
1650 Mission Street, Suite 304
San Francisco, CA 94103
To Whom It May Concern:
I’m writing to offer my support for Anton Kalafati.
Anton has been my landlord for the two years I’ve lived at 206 Noe St.
During that time, Anton has been nothing but friendly, helpful, and
attentive to any concerns I’ve raised—I’ve had no experiences to the
contrary.
As a tenant, I’m more than happy to continue to have him as a landlord, and
I’m just as happy to vouch for him personally.
Sincerely,

Matthew Salesi

July 23, 2019
To Whom It May Concern:
My name is Darien Bohannon and my husband and I, Timothy Clark, lived at 208 Noe Street from February 2010
until October 2017. We were happy living at 208 Noe Street and found Anton Kalafati to be a very reasonable
landlord. He responded quickly to problems we reported such as minor repairs to a garbage disposal, potential
flooding challenges due to excessive rain in the garage……etc. We moved from the property only for the purpose
of purchasing our own home. The transition out of the home was made easy. We received our full deposit, plus
interests owed with no challenges whatsoever. We thoroughly enjoyed living at 208 Noe Street for the time we were
there.
The only challenge we experienced while living there was the behavior of the neighbor next door who’s name is
Ben Lewis. In general, he was unpleasant. He would literally walk past you on the stairs leading to his building and
ignore you completely. He became upset the first week we lived there because we put our garbage cans in
between our two drive ways……not impeding his I might add ringing our doorbell and causing quite a scene early in
the morning. Although we couldn’t prove it, we believe he complained a lot in general about us though we never
met him. There was a complaint filed about a car parked in our driveway which again did not impede him in
anyway. There was another time when we were having a barbeque with the other tenants of our building on a
Saturday in the middle of the afternoon and the cops came as a noise complaint was filed. The cops politely said,
they saw no reason for this complaint. He also oddly would take all of the advertisements that we all got at our
doors unsolicited and pile them in front of our door. He is in general a very unhappy person who appears to be
angry with the world.
These are only a few examples of the extremely rude behavior of this neighbor. He never once spoke to us despite
repeated attempt of us to be friendly. I acknowledge there is no crime with his behavior, but I believe it speaks to
his character and accompanies the borderline harassment we experienced while living next to him.

SINCERELY,

DARIEN C. BOHANNON

1066 Hunter Drive, Palm Springs, California 92262

David Conway
206A Noe Street
San Francisco, California, 94114
July 24, 2019
San Francisco Board of Appeals
1650 Mission Street, Suite 304
San Francisco, California, 94013

Re: Letter in Opposition to Appeal 19-061, Lewis v. DPI, PDA
Dear Board of Appeals,
I am a longtime resident of San Francisco, having lived here since 2004. I have been a tenant
of Anton Kalafati's in 206A Noe (the apartment on the middle floor of the 206-208 building)
continuously since 2009, for nearly 10 years. I moved here for law school, and currently
work as an attorney in the Bay Area. I have reviewed the appeal filed by Mr. Lewis in
Appeal 19-061, Lewis v. DP!, PDA. I have personal knowledge of those matters which I
address in this letter below.
I write first to offer a strong character reference for Mr. Kalafati. In the appeal, Mr. Kalafati
is unfairly characterized as being a bad actor or inconsiderate neighbor. This is not true.
Anton is a fair and responsive landlord. I have had an excellent relationship with him for the
duration of my time as a tenant at 206A Noe. He complies with all landlord-tenant laws and
required notices and is immediately responsive for any necessary repairs.
Anton is also an excellent contractor. Each repair or improvement he has made to our unit
has held up exceptionally well. I trust his workmanship. I have never had an issue with
access to the building, nor has he ever obstructed the shared entry way between my unit and
210-212 Noe.
Finally, the appeal falsely claims that Anton intends to rent out unit 208 after this project. I
know this to be untrue, and that he has only ever rented out unit 208 because of economic
necessity or to comply with San Francisco landlord-tenant laws.
As early as my first meeting with him in approximately October 2009, when I was
considering renting 206A Noe, Anton informed me that he had originally intended to move
into 208 Noe but could not do so immediately because of the continuing economic impact of
the building/construction recession.

I leased 206A before Anton leased out 208 Noe to the longstanding tenants that occupied that
unit from approximately 2010-2017. Even though it remained Anton ' s wish to ultimately
move into Unit 208, he never sought to impinge on the rights of those existing 208 Noe
tenants to continue living in the unit.
The appeal states in its closing that: " it is the neighborhood and surrounding residents who
have suffered through [past] construction." To the contrary, his past revitalization of 206-208
has improved the neighborhood. And as the neighborhood resident who lived closest to such
past constructions and who stands most to lose by any allegedly "bad" behavior, I fully
support Anton in his right to improve unit 208 for him and his family to live. During past
projects, Mr. Kalafati was extremely mindful of my comfort and wellbeing, continued safe
access to 206, and continued access to utilities. I do not have any hesitation about this current
project.

Sincerely,

~~
David Conway
206A Noe Street

EXHIBIT 6
208 Noe Street Appeal
1 message

jkalafati@bsideconstruction.com <jkalafati@bsideconstruction.com>
To: benlewissf@gmail.com
Cc: David Marlatt <david@dnmarchitecture.com>, akalafati@bsideconstruction.com

Wed, Jul 17, 2019 at 10:24 PM

Hi Ben,

We’ve received your appeal to our remodel/addition and would like to take this opportunity to, hopefully, help put you a little more at ease with our
project.

First, let me introduce myself. My name is Jessica and I am Anton’s wife. If you’re willing, I would love to open this line of communication with you to
address any further concerns.

I have read through your appeal letter and can understand your concerns and want you to know that we want this to be an quick and seamless
remodel while being mindful of our neighbors and tenants. We’ve very excited to finally be able to call 208 Noe our home and are very excited to
move into the Duboce Triangle neighborhood to continue to grow our family- it’s been a long time coming.

As I read through your appeal, I tried to put myself in your shoes and see things from your point of view. I think some points are better suited for our
architect to answer, but one point I’d like to touch on is your concern about the light getting blocked to your light well. Our architect will have a
technical explanation for this in regards to the plans, but if it will help you, we would be willing to offer you a skylight for your home in an effort to allow
more natural light into your apartment. You can choose your own contractor for this work and we will pay for the services, within reason, if this is
something you’re interested in. We want you to be happy with the work we’re doing on our home and if this will help ease your concerns on the topic
we don’t mind making those improvements for you as well, we believe this is the neighborly thing to do.

We feel that our renovation will, not only improve our property, and allow us the space we need to grow our family, but also improve the neighborhood
and surrounding property values, making everyone happy.

Another point of concern for you is the seismic. It sounds like you firmly believe adding the 4th story to our home will endanger yours in the event of an
earthquake, but I assure you we have hired an experienced engineer for the plans of the 4th story addition taking all codes and requirements into
consideration to structurally and seismically upgrade the building.

I also noticed that you point out Anton’s Federal court case in your appeal. I’m not sure what this has to do with our home, but I feel the need to help
clear the air on this as we will be neighbors. As you may have read, this was in relation to an incident that occurred over 7 years ago involving a
multitude of people, when Anton was still new to construction and was not the seasoned contractor he is today. People make mistakes and no one is
perfect, but I assure you, the Federal Government is doing their part to make sure he is being held responsible for his actions and Anton has been
cooperating every step of the way.

Our ultimate goal here is to help ease your concerns for your appeal. I hope in some way I have done that and we can come to an understanding. I’d
also like to point out construction times in SF are 7 days a week, including holidays, from 7am to 8pm but we’d be more than happy to write up some
sort of neighborly contract/agreement with you stating specific working hours so that we cause the least amount of disturbance to you during the
renovation.

Please let me know what you think, we’re looking forward to hearing from you.

Best,

Jessica
925-262-7946

